ABSTRACT: An extensible polarizable force field for transition-metal ions was developed based on AMOEBA and the angular overlap model (AOM) with consistent treatment of electrostatics for all atoms. Parameters were obtained by fitting molecular mechanics (MM) energies to various ab initio gas-phase calculations. The results of parametrization were presented for copper(II) ion ligated to water and model fragments of amino acid residues involved in the copper binding sites of type 1 copper proteins. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed on aqueous copper(II) ion at various temperatures as well as plastocyanin (1AG6) and azurin (1DYZ). Results demonstrated that the AMOEBA-AOM significantly improves the accuracy of classical MM in a number of test cases when compared to ab initio calculations. The Jahn−Teller distortion for hexaaqua copper(II) complex was handled automatically without specifically designating axial and in-plane ligands. Analyses of MD trajectories resulted in a six-coordination first solvation shell for aqueous copper(II) ion and a 1.8 ns average residence time of water molecules. The ensemble average geometries of 1AG6 and 1DYZ copper binding sites were in general agreement with X-ray and previous computational studies.
■ INTRODUCTION
The d-block transition-metal (TM) ions play important catalytic and structural roles in a diverse range of organic and biomolecular systems due to the variety of d-shell chemistry. 1−7 Being able to study these systems in silico can provide valuable insights to questions otherwise difficult to answer experimentally. 8, 9 However, quantum effects in the d-shell have proved to be a challenge for computational models of TM ions. 10 Although TM ions can be treated as classical ions at long-range, the local ligand field effect as a result of interactions between ligand and TM ion can dramatically affect the properties of TM complexes. 11, 12 Currently, the most reliable methods to model TM ions are based on molecular orbital (MO) theory. TM systems are either entirely treated by ab initio quantum mechanics (QM), commonly based on functional density theory (DFT) 13, 14 and semiempirical MO methods, 15, 16 or partially through hybrid quantum mechanics/ molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods in which only a local region around TM ion is fully described by QM, while the rest of the systems is treated by MM. 17 Despite recent advances such as linear scaling electron correlation techniques, 18, 19 QM computations remain orders of magnitude more expensive in terms of computational cost than MM, and it is difficult to perform long time-scale simulations on large biomolecular systems using QM. On the other hand, MM calculations are very computationally efficient, but more studies are required to demonstrate that MM can achieve accuracies comparable to established QM methods.
A number of different MM models have been reported that describe TM−ligand interactions with varying degree of success. The simplest approach is by fitting traditional force field terms such as bonds, angles, and torsions to known properties obtained from experiments or QM calculations. 8 However, the force field parameters fitted through this process generally have limited transferability and different parameters might be necessary for the same type of ligand depending on ligation geometry. More importantly, traditional angular potentials based on reference ligand−metal−ligand (L-M-L) values are inappropriate for describing TM complexes since the details of ligation geometries vary dynamically with overall ligand arrangements. A more radical solution is to construct a "reactive" model that allows atoms to respond chemically to their environment by dynamically assigning bond orders and charges based on molecular geometries. 20, 21 Alternatively, there are "semi-classical" models that employ potential functions for TM ions derived from the valence bond (VB) theory 22−25 or the angular overlap model (AOM) 26 to supplement traditional force field energy terms. Models such as VALBOND 27−30 are based on a simplified version of the VB theory, in which TM ions are treated as hypervalent resonance centers and L-M-L interactions are described by geometric overlap between sd n hybridized bonding metal−ligand orbitals. On the other hand, models proposed by Deeth et al. 31−33 and Carlsson et al. 34−37 are developed from the AOM and the ligand field (LF) effects are handled through explicit diagonalization of a perturbed d-orbital matrix due to the presence of ligands. These methods have demonstrated satisfactory agreements with experiments and ab initio calculations when used to study a range of TM systems with different coordination geometries and ligation states.
One of the main shortcomings of most implementations of semiclassical force fields is the lack of treatment on polarization, which is an important long-range energetic factor that needs to be incorporated when studying systems that involves highly polar sites. 38 We have previously proposed a polarizable TM force field model for aqueous Cu 2+ and Zn 2+ ions constructed upon atomic multipole optimized energetics for biomolecular applications (AMOEBA) and the VB theory. 39, 40 We found that the AMOEBA-VB model showed good agreement with numerous QM calculations and were able to reproduce aqueous ligation geometries within range of published experimental and computational results during molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Nevertheless, the simple VB resonance weighting function used in the study did not readily handle the Jahn−Teller distortion in hexa-aqua Cu 2+ complex, and generalizing the VB model to more complex systems has been challenging. In light of reports by Deeth et al. that the AOM approach can successfully describe the Jahn−Teller distortion and is extensible to wide range of TM complexes, 10,41−43 we investigate the effectiveness of incorporating this alternative TM theory into the AMOEBA model. Furthermore, we seek to improve upon previous efforts by developing a model that has consistent electrostatic treatment for TM ion at all distances to allow the study of ligand dissociation and association.
In this report, we present an AOM for Cu 2+ ion in the AMOEBA polarizable force field. In order to demonstrate the extensibility of the AOM approach, we study the accuracy of AMOEBA-AOM for both aqueous Cu 2+ ion and type 1 blue copper (T1Cu) proteins. Specifically, plastocyanin (PDB: 1AG6) 44 and azurin (PDB: 1DYZ) 45 blue copper proteins, or cupredoxins, are electron transport proteins that shuttle electrons from donors to acceptors in bacteria and plants. This process takes advantage of the redox potential of Cu 2+ and Cu + ions. T1Cu proteins are chosen as validation targets because they are well-studied systems 46−48 with binding sites that involve most of the common ligands for Cu 2+ ion in biomolecules. In addition, high-resolution X-ray crystal structures are available for these proteins. It has been suggested that the electrostatic interactions are responsible for long-range molecular recognition of T1Cu proteins and the hydrophobic pocket near the copper binding site contributes to the precise docking of binding partners. 47 Therefore it is of interesting to apply a force field model describing both the local coordination geometry and electrostatic properties of the copper binding sites when studying these proteins.
AMOEBA-AOM force field parameters are determined against a range of gas-phase QM calculations on metal complexes and validated against experimental data. In developing parameters for T1Cu proteins, small model fragments for protein side chains and backbones are used in QM routines. Energy evaluations on gasphase metal complexes as well as results from MD simulations of aqueous Cu 2+ ion and T1Cu proteins are reported.
■ METHODS
AMOEBA-AOM Framework. For a TM system, the total potential for the AMOEBA-AOM can be expressed as a sum of the general AMOEBA potential and the AOM energy terms specific for TM ions:
where
The first five terms of eq 2 are valence contributions representing bond stretch, angle bend, bond-angle cross-term, out-of-plane bond, and torsional rotation, respectively. The last three terms are nonbonded intermolecular energy terms, including the van de Waals (vdW), permanent electrostatic, and induced electrostatic potentials. 39, 49, 50 AMOEBA Potentials. The details of the AMOEBA model have been previously reported. 39, 49, 50 For TM complexes, only nonbonded energy terms are applied between the metal and its ligands. This is similar to the treatment of other main group cations with the exception that the AOM bonding terms are used between metal ions and the atoms that are directly ligated instead of the normal vdW terms. The vdW interactions take the form of a buffered 14-7 potential as described by Halgren:
where ρ ij = R ij /R ij 0 , n = 14, m = 7, δ = 0.07, and γ = 0.12. ϵ ij , R ij 0 and R ij represent the potential energy well-depth, minimum energy distance and the separation between atoms i and j, respectively. Mixing rules are applied to ϵ ij and R ij 0 for heterogeneous atom pairs: 
As described below, for some ligand atom types, R ii 0 is dynamically reduced via a cubic spline that is a function of ligand atom distances to the metal ion (r ML ): 
R ii 0 ′ is the value for minimum energy distance at metal−ligand separation beyond r ML max , while R ii 0 ″ denotes the value at shortrange (<r ML min ). This adjustment is needed to account for the reduction in atom size due to the polarization of ligand atoms toward the TM ion. The cubic spline ensures a smooth transition of R ii 0 between r ML max and r ML min . The coefficients for the function are determined by imposing boundary conditions such that the dimensionless scaling factor a is 0 at r ML max and 1 at r ML min , while the first and second derivatives are 0 at r ML max and r ML min : 
The electrostatic potential consists of a permanent and an induced component. The permanent contribution is described by atom-centered monopole, dipole, and quadrupole moments whose values are determined via Stone's distributed multipole analysis 52 followed by refinement against QM-derived electrostatic potentials. Polarization is handled through self-consistent induced dipole, with a Thole damping factor applied at short interaction distances. This mechanism has a charge smearing effect that avoids the well-known polarization catastrophe at close separations. 53 AOM Potentials. The complete derivations of the AOM potentials for d-row TM ion have been published elsewhere. 31, 54 Here we reproduce the basic theory and its outcomes, along with modifications in the context of AMOEBA-AOM. Consider a perturbing potential v LF due to the presence of ligands. Its effect on the d-orbital energies of TM ion can be computed by first-order perturbation theory:
The AOM makes the approximation that the ligands contribute linearly to v LF and that V λ LF is diagonal in the local frame of ligand λ, where the z-axis points away from the metal center toward the ligand atom: 
For systems involving σ, πx and πy bondings, e 4 and e 5 can be set to zero. The orbital |d a ⟩ (a = 1−5) can be expressed as a radial function multiplied by real, l = 2 spherical harmonics d i . In order to develop the angular potential for the ligands, we represent the angular components of |d a ⟩ as 
The local LF matrix must then be rotated into the global molecular frame. The spherical harmonics under the a rotation R can be written as (11) where α, β, and γ are Euler angles as defined in Rose. 55 For σ bonding, we can conveniently define local x-axis pointing away from the global z-axis, yielding
for a ligand with polar coordinates r, θ, and ϕ. In the case of nonzero πx and πy bondings, the xz-plane should be in-plane with the planar ligand group. This necessitates an extra rotation through ψ, which is the angle between the new local x-axis and the one defined for σ bonding. 54 Hence:
Rewriting eq 11 in matrix form D λ , the local y λ can be related to the global y by:
Likewise,
taking advantage the fact that C is unitary. From there we arrive at the expression:
If there is significant d−s hybridization, one must consider a 6 × 6 LF matrix involving perturbation by the (n + 1)s orbital. However, Deeth et al. 31 has shown that the additional contribution can be simplified as
when taking into account the fact that only |d λ,z 2 ⟩ can have significant overlap with |d λ,s ⟩. We can now construct the overall formulation as
Diagonalizing the symmetric V LF results in energy eigenvalues w a . Finally, combining with the occupancy of the levels (n a ), we arrive at the angular potential: (19) In this initial iteration, a simple exponential function is used in AMOEBA-AOM for e σ , e πx , e πy , and e ds :
AMOEBA-AOM differs from other implementations of similar models in MM force field 33 in that the classical electrostatic model is applied consistently to both the TM and its ligands. This setup allows the study of ligand exchanges since the AOM energy terms drops off rapidly with increasing metal−ligand separation, but electrostatic contributions remain significant at distances beyond ligation shell. It should be noted that retaining the electrostatic model affects the parametrization of a AOM , and therefore our parameter is not directly comparable with previously reported values.
The metal−ligand bonding interaction is described by a Morse potential:
where D, a Morse , and r ML,0 controls the bond strength, width of the potential well, and the minimum energy distance, respectively. Parameterization and Validation. The AMOEBA-AOM parameters were determined via methods similar to previously published parametrization routines for the AMOEBA-VB model. 40 The general strategy was to fit the MM results of energy evaluations and geometry optimizations to those obtained by QM calculations on gas-phase TM complexes under a variety of different conditions. The AOM parameters were determined after the AMOEBA parameters had been obtained following the usual protocol. 50 The goal of the parametrization process is to obtain a single set of AOM parameters that best reproduces the QM results for all the test routines. Finally, analyses based on MD simulations were validated against available experimental and computational data.
All ab initio calculations were carried out with the Gaussian 09 56 software. Geometry optimization of aqua Cu 2+ complexes were performed at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) 57−59 level of theory. Single-point energies were evaluated by the MP2 electron correlation method, 60 with the aug-cc-pVTZ 61 basis set on main group atoms and the cc-pVTZ 62 on Cu 2+ ion. A Fermibroadening SCF technique 63 was used to improve convergence stability, and a relatively stringent SCF convergence criterion of 10 −9 au was imposed. In the case of model complexes for the copper binding sites in T1Cu proteins, B2PLYP-D/ccpVDZ 64, 65 and MP2/cc-pVDZ were utilized for geometry optimizations and for single-point energy calculations, respectively. Ligand internal coordinates were frozen during optimization calculations to increase computational efficiency. The AMOEBA-AOM energy terms and their corresponding analytical derivatives were implemented in the TINKER 39 MM package.
Gas-Phase Calculations on Aqua Cu 2+ Complexes. The AMOEBA water parameters have been reported previously 49 and were unmodified for use with AMOEBA-AOM. QM geometry optimizations were performed on gas-phase tetraaqua and hexa-aqua Cu 2+ complexes under angular constraints to yield idealized square-planar, tetrahedral, and octahedral structures. The following procedures were used to compare MM and QM calculations performed on geometric variants generated from these optimized complexes:
( . This process involves randomly perturbing copper−oxygen distance by a maximum of ±0.35 Å deviation from optimal value as well as rotating each of the water molecules around the copper−oxygen vector and two orthogonal axes between 0 and 10°. Structures with water−water separation <2.5 Å were discarded. MM computed energies for these complexes were compared to the results obtained from QM to investigate whether MM models can reproduce the QM energy surface near the optimum geometry. Structures with QM energies more than 30 kcal/mol higher than that of the idealized geometry were discarded since these high-energy structures are not readily accessible during routine MD simulations. Procedural diagrams for routines described above are available in Figure 1 .
Gas-Phase Calculations on Model Complexes for Cu 2+ Binding Sites in T1Cu Proteins. The Cu 2+ binding site of 1AG6 plastocyanin consists of two histidine, one cysteine, and one methionine residue. 44 In addition to these ligands, the copper ion is coordinated by an extra backbone carbonyl oxygen in the structure of 1DYZ azurin. 45 The structures of the Cu 2+ binding sites are visualized in Figure 2 . For gas-phase calculations performed during the AOM parametrization process, complete amino acid residues were substituted by small model compounds, which were chosen to maintain similar ligand properties. The identities of the corresponding model fragments can be found in Table 1 . For the sake of brevity, the model complexes for 1AG6 and 1DYZ Cu 2+ binding sites will be denoted by T1Cu1 and T1Cu2, respectively, in the following discussions. The AMOEBA parameters for the ligands were obtained following the published protocol, and their values can and T1Cu2 following similar routines to that applied to aqua Cu 2+ complexes. The ligand molecules are rotated from QM optimized geometry by a maximum of 15°w ith respect to metal−ligand vector, defined by the Cu 2+ ion and atom directly ligated to the metal and two orthogonal axes. A minimum ligand−ligand contact distance of 2.5 Å is maintained. Sets of 100 structures were generated for each ligand, and only a single ligand is perturbed within each set. Geometries with ab initio energy higher than 5 kcal/mol from the QM optimized complexes were discarded when comparing QM and MM potentials. Aqueous Cu 2+ Ion Simulations. Canonical ensemble MD simulations were performed on a single Cu 2+ ion solvated in a 18.6215 Å cubic water box. Period boundary condition was enforced, and particle-mesh Ewald summation was applied to long-range electrostatic interactions. 66, 67 Self-consistent dipole polarization was converged to 0.01 D root-mean-squared (RMS) change in atomic induced dipole moments. Multiple 80 ns trajectories taken at 1 fs time-step were collected at 0.1 ps interval with simulation temperature set at 298, 320, 350, and 380 K. The correlation function, solvation shell properties, coordination numbers, and average water residence times in the first solvation shell were calculated from each of the trajectories and compared against previous published data. The first 100 ps of the trajectories were discarded to allow for system equilibration. Shorter 8 ns simulations were also performed with a 30 Å solvation cube under the same simulation conditions to verify that the finite periodic box size did not affect the observations obtained.
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T1Cu Proteins Simulations. MD simulations were carried out at 298 K in the canonical ensemble for 1AG6 and 1DYZ proteins. The available AMOEBA protein parameters (parameter file: amoebabio09.prm) were used, 68 while the AMOEBA-AOM parameters derived from T1Cu1 and T1Cu2 were applied to the appropriate residues. Water molecules external to the proteins were first removed from the X-ray structures. Hydrogen atoms were then added, with positions determined from heavy-atom bonding geometries. The protonation state of histidine residues is assigned by analyzing the local hydrogenbonding network. 69 Additionally, unresolved atoms were filled in manually to construct a full side chain for GLU19 of 1DYZ. The protein structures were solvated in water inside a 98.6726 Å truncated octahedron. Before simulations were conducted, the water molecules coordinates were minimized to 3 kcal/mol RMS change in potential energy gradient, followed by minimization on the entire system to 2 kcal/mol. Settings for dipole polarization and long-range electrostatics were identical to that used in simulations for aqueous Cu 2+ and periodic boundary condition was applied. A total of 2 ns of MD trajectories were collected for each protein. The geometries of Cu 2+ binding sites were compared against previously published experimental and computational studies.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
AMOEBA-AOM Parameters. The AMOEBA parameters for Cu 2+ ion are identical to those used in our previous AMOEBA-VB study. 40 The AOM parameters for water, T1Cu1, and T1Cu2 ligands are presented in Table 2 . A number of constraints on the values of the AOM parameters are applied during the parametrization process. First, e σ should be the largest contribution to the AOM matrix, since it represents the principle LF. Second, the e πx term is zero for ligand atoms with two bonded subsidiary atoms, as the local y-axis is taken to be perpendicular to the ligand plane. Finally, e πx and e πy have equal values in the case of ligand atoms with a single bonded subsidiary atom because the contributions from ligand orbitals should be cylindrical. A common set of AOM parameters was used in all the calculations presented in this report.
Water. , data from AMOEBA and AMOEBA-AOM are comparable for in-plane water molecules. However, AMOEBA is not able to capture the distortion of axial water molecules, while AMOEBA-AOM can reasonably describe the structural extent of the Jahn−Teller distortion. The QM-derived bonding distance for an axial water is 2.3 Å, compared to 2.1 and 2.2 Å for AMOEBA and AMOEBA-AOM, respectively. In addition, AMOEBA-AOM (−20.5 kcal/mol) produces binding energy closer to that of QM (−18.0 kcal/mol) than AMOEBA (−24.2 kcal/mol). A comparison of BSSE-corrected QM interaction energy of single water molecule with the rest of the complex to that computed by AMOEBA-AOM is tabulated in Table 3 . Figure 4 shows the potential energy differences between square-planar and tetrahedral [Cu(H 2 O) 4 . The AMOEBA-AOM model correctly prefers the square-planar geometry, and the computed energy difference is in good agreement with the QM results. , respectively. It is quite respectable that the AMOEBA-AOM model maintains good performance even for conformers that are close to 30 kcal/mol higher in energy than the optimized structure.
Aqueous Cu 2+ Ion Simulations. The copper−oxygen pairwise correlation function and radial distribution are computed from MD simulations performed at 298, 320, 350, and 380 K (Figure 6 ). The occupancy of Cu 2+ ion first solvation shell has been a controversial topic. Various coordination numbers ranging from 5 to 6 have been reported by experimental and computational studies. 70−77 Other studies suggested that both five-and six-coordination structures dynamically exhange in aqueous Cu 2+78 and that coordination number can be temperature dependent. 71 The radial distribution obtained from our calculations suggests a predominant six-coordinate first solvation shell at all simulation temperatures. This result echoes the observations we made in our previous study on aqueous 
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2+ ion using the AMOEBA-VB model. 40 The lower peak value of the correlation function at higher temperatures indicates a less-structured solvation shell. In addition, we are unable to observe the "dual-peak" character previously obtained from simulation carried out with ReaxFF model. 21 The results remain the same when performing the analysis on shorter segments of the trajectories that mimics the simulation length of previous study. We have also verified that the results remain unchanged when the simulations were repeated with larger 30 Å cubic box, indicating that the observations are not affected by the finite periodic condition. A summary of comparisons on the coordination geometries taken from present and prior reports can be found in Table 4 . It is interesting that the AMOEBA-AOM model is able to describe the Jahn−Teller distortion as observed in gas-phase calculations. But the aqueous coordination of Cu 2+ ion seems to be dominated by the space-filling effect of water molecules in our simulations. Another possible explanation for the lack of five-coordinate species in our simulation is that these are transient structures with lifetimes in the femtosecond time scale, which is shorter than the 0.1 ps resolution of our collected data.
Previous O 18 NMR studies have reported the average residence times of water molecules in the first solvation shell is ∼5 ns. 72, 79, 80 However, this value is subject to considerable uncertainty due to the deficiency in the quality of spin relaxation data that the octahedral coordination model was fitted to. In our simulation, the lifetime of water molecules in the first solvation shell is computed by tabulating the amount of continuous time a particular water oxygen atom spends within 3.2 Å to the Cu 2+ ion. This cutoff distance is determined by inspecting the midpoint separation of first and second solvation shell as indicated in the Cu 2+ −O pairwise correlation function ( Figure 6) . A short tolerance is allowed when a water molecule transiently moves in and out of the cutoff distance for noise filtering. The relationship between the computed residence times and the tolerance values is plotted in Figure 7 . Depending on the aggressiveness of noise filtering, we obtained an average residence time of 0.6−1.8 ns at room temperature, which is in general agreement with experiments. As points of reference, the computed water residence time for Cu 2+ is much shorter than previously reported room-temperature experimental values for other third-row TM ions Ni 2+ (37 μs) and Fe 2+ (0.3 μs) but longer than Zn 2+ (0.1−5 ns). 72, 81 Finally, we expectedly observed a trend of shortening of residence times with increasing simulation temperature.
T1Cu Proteins. Gas-Phase Calculations on T1Cu1 and T1Cu2. Table 5 summarizes the geometries of optimized T1Cu1 and T1Cu2 structures using QM and MM. A visual a Value for the present work is taken from the first peak of the copper− oxygen pairwise correlation function generated at 298 K. overlap of optimization results from QM and AMOEBA-AOM is presented in Figure 8 . In general, the results computed with the AMOEBA-AOM agree reasonably well with QM structures. The AMOEBA-AOM yields significantly better angular geometry than AMOEBA, which is expected since standard AMOEBA lacks any explicit description of electronic LF effects. It is of interest to point out some discrepancies between the AMOEBA-AOM and QM structures. The geometry obtained from B2LYP-D optimization shows significant elongation in copper-dimethyl sulfide distance in T1Cu2 compared to T1Cu1. This property is not well described by the AMOEBA-AOM in its current version. A possible explanation is that some of the AOM parameters may be better described by a different function of the metal−ligand distance. The parameters reported were fitted to produce a binding distance of ∼2.8 Å, which is a commonly observed value for copper-methionine ligation in T1Cu proteins. 10 Furthermore, there is significant deviation from the QM value of the dimethyl sulfide−metal−imidazole 2 angle in T1Cu1. This discrepancy may be a coupled to the difference in binding distances of the dimethyl sulfide ligand.
The binding energies for T1Cu1 and T1Cu2 ligands computed by QM and MM can be found in Table 6 . In this context, the AMOEBA-AOM is an improvement over AMOEBA for both the imidazole and acetamide ligands. AMOEBA performs remarkably well for ethyl thiolate, considering the close proximity between two highly charged atoms. However, the AMOEBA-AOM has difficulty in treating some sulfur ligands, especially the dimethyl sulfide ligand in T1Cu2. Nevertheless, the overall energy values are reasonable for this initial implementation of the AMOEBA-AOM. Further refinement of parameters against a larger set of training complexes should improve the results.
Comparisons of QM and MM potentials of random T1Cu1 and T1Cu2 structures are shown in Figure 9 . The addition of the AOM energy term dramatically improves the overall correlation between QM and MM computed potentials. There is a 73% and 64% reduction in RMS error for T1Cu1 and T1Cu2 complexes, respectively. It can be observed that sets of structures with perturbations to sulfur-type ligands results in the largest deviations of the AMOEBA-AOM energies from ab initio potentials.
T1Cu Proteins Simulations. The root-mean-square distances (RMSD) from the initial PDB experimental coordinates for copper-binding side chain and carbonyl atoms are plotted in Figure 10 . It is evident that the binding pocket stabilizes after initial equilibration. There is a noticeable change in RMSD value at around 0.8 ps for 1DYZ. This is not due to a significant change in direct copper coordination but a rotation of a MET121 side chain dihedral angle illustrated in the figure inserts. The ensemble average geometries of Cu 2+ binding sites (Table 7) are computed based on the atomic coordinates, excluding the first 50 ps of each trajectory. In general, the ligation geometry of Cu 2+ binding sites obtained from MD simulations agrees reasonably well with the X-ray crystal structures. The main difference between simulated and experimental structure is again the methionine binding distance in 1DYZ azurin. The computed average Cu 2+ -MET121 distance is about 0.4 Å too short, similar to the observations we made for T1Cu2 model complex. This discrepancy has also been found in other computational studies on azurin. 10, 46 Overall, the performance of the AMOEBA-AOM on plastocyanin and azurin is comparable to previously purposed MM models. 10, 46, 47 
■ CONCLUSIONS
The AMOEBA-AOM is an extensible polarizable force field for TM ions that is suitable for studying a variety of TM systems. Its principle advantage over most other AOM-based MM models for TM ion is in the consistent treatment of electrostatics at all distances and explicit description of polarization. This enables the study of ligand association/dissociation and other dynamic events. We have demonstrated that the AMOEBA-AOM provides excellent agreement with QM for a wide range of calculations on aqua Cu 2+ complexes. It also automatically handles the Jahn−Teller distortion for hexa-aqua Cu 2+ complex. The computed aqueous Cu 2+ ligation geometry and water residence time in the first solvation shell are in line with published experimental results. In addition, we have provided evidence for parameter transferability in the context of the T1Cu proteins, yielding reasonable results when compared to gas-phase QM calculations on model complexes and X-ray crystallographic ligation data for complete proteins. Finally, the AMOEBA-AOM is much more efficient than semiempirical or hybrid QM methods, allowing us to perform MD simulations on T1Cu systems investigated in this report that consisting upward of 48 000 atoms.
It should be noted that there are certain limitations to the current AMOEBA-AOM model and the parametrization procedures employed. The AMOEBA-AOM model takes into account the ligand field effect but is not suitable for treating strongly covalent TM systems. In such cases, the AMOEBA-VB approach is perhaps more suitable. In our QM calculations, we have elected to use MP2 method as our model benchmark for parameter fitting. It has been reported that MP2 method for TM ions can be in some cases inferior to DFT results. 13 However, we noticed that DFT calculations, in our case B3LYP and B2PLYP-D, can converge to dramatically different results for similar structures when they have deviated from the optimum geometry. This represents a challenge because we want to investigate not only the minimum energy structure but also other low-energy conformations. MP2 method was ultimately chosen because of its convergence stability and consistency with normal AMOEBA parametrization routine. In addition, the AOM parameters derived are under-determined. A larger QM benchmark set should ideally be used to improve the transferability of the model parameters.
There are other areas of improvements that can be made to the AMOEBA-AOM formulation. First is a better method of handling the elongation of the dimethyl sulfide/methionine ligand as described earlier. A possible solution is by applying functional forms for e AOM different from this initial iteration. Alternatively, a coupling of metal−ligand bonding to the L-M-L angle similar to the strategy of AMOEBA-VB 40 can be explored. A second aspect of the AMOEBA-AOM that can be improved is its accuracy in describing sulfur ligand binding energies. The Morse bonding term can be replaced with a different, more flexible, functional form. An interesting candidate is to reintroduce the buffered 14-7 vdW potential used by sthe standard AMOEBA force field for sulfur ligands since it shows remarkable agreement with QM energies. It should be noted that previous efforts to model the LF effects have been largely focused on geometries. We believe that the accurate description of ligand binding energies is also an important aspect of any MM model, especially if one wants to study ligand exchanges, vibrational frequencies, and other dynamic events.
In addition to making improvements to the AMOEBA-AOM as outlined above and continuing refinement of the AMOEBA-AOM parameters, it would be interesting to apply the AMOEBA-AOM to other copper centers and produce a complete set of parameters for all amino acid ligands. One intriguing area for study is to investigation of conformational changes in T1Cu proteins between their oxidized and reduced forms. Indeed, the two forms have different binding partners at the metal center. Since Cu + has a d 10 
